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THE INTRODUCTION 
Chapter I 
The Introduction 
Success In soot© form is the goal of much human endeavor* 
It contains olements of attainment, achievement, arrival, com¬ 
pletion and excellence* Desire for success is the energizing 
power behind a great deal of man*s activity. Of course, diff¬ 
erent persons think of success in different terns. To the saint 
it means Heaven; to the Indian, scalps; and to the school boy, 
a's on hio report card* 
1* Importance of School Success—Most people consider success 
in school to be very important* This is not surprising when one 
realizes that school is a well-nigh universal institution and as 
3uch holds a large place in people*s lives and thinking. Those 
who consider that "school is life" think of school success as 
intrinsically valuable. Others who say that school is "prepar¬ 
ation for life" would ascribe value to success in school as it 
relates to success beyond school. Both groups agree in attach¬ 
ing great importance to school success. 
2* Scholarship as a Measure of School Success-The major It 
of people also agree that the best measure of school success is 
scholarship-scholarship in terms of marks. In opposition 
this view, one might point out that there is much more to sc. 
than Just "getting marks." One might also mention success! *.: 
who failed miserably in school, and, In contrast. Phi Beta .a a 
members who now tend gas stations. Then too one could well claj.~i 
that hl$£i marks may sometimes represent a temporary and even uia- 
honest sort of success. In no way related to success In life us 
a whole. Nevertheless, It Is the popular belief not onl;, that 
school success Is Important, but that school marks are a rood 
measure of such success. Whether or not this belief Is entire:; 
Justified will not be discussed here. It seems sufficient to 
point out that this belief that school success Is measured by 
marks Is a commonly held view. The writer believes It Is a just- 
If1able one. 
5... Factors Influencing Scholarship—If scholarship as ex¬ 
pressed in marks is important; then the factors involved In such 
scholarship achievement are important also. There are many of 
these factors. They range from the influence of race to the 
effect of a mid-forenoon lunch. Probably other factors remain 
to be discovered. In the list of things known to affect scholar¬ 
ship one should include the use of certain drugs, narcotics and 
stimulants• 
4, Use of Drugs. Narcotics and Stimulants-The physical effects 
r 
of some materials on the human organism are well known. There is 
not much question in the case of opium, for example. That some 
of these more violent dopes, drugs and stimulants would also affect 
school work is not hard to believe. However, in the case of the 
more commonly used habit-forming materials there is much less 
agreement. This is true of the use of alcohol and, to an even 
greater extent, in the case of tobacco smoking. 
5. Effect of Tobacco-Ever since tobacco was introduced into 
Europe, a controversy has raged concerning the effects of its use 
on people smo' Ing it. Some clergymen condemned it and others ex¬ 
tolled It. Doctors, In three hundred years, have not agreed. 
This applies al^o in the matter of tobacco's effect on mental 
-3- 
abllity and efficiency. As one investigator says, "Many dis¬ 
tinguished persons hold widely divergent views." X 
»»hen it cones to the effect of tobacco on young people, 
there is less disagreement. The majority of people believe thAt 
it would at least do no harm for young people to postpone their 
smoking until they are grown up. There is also considerable 
weight of opinion that the use of tobacco by inenature boys and 
girls is distinctly harmful to them. However it is opinion and 
not factual evidence that one encounters when he inquires as to 
the effects of tobacco on either older or younger persons. Ono 
careful investigator came to the following conclusion. "After 
years of searching, I concluded that practically all that had 
been written on the influence of tobacco on mental function was 
2 based on the peculiar bias or prejudices of the authors." 
6. Purpose of This Study-Since so many of the ideas re¬ 
garding the effect of tobacco are mere opinion, the need for more 
objective investigation is apparent. The writer determined to 
work on one phase of the question in which he is interested, 
namely, the relation of tobacco smoking to scholarship in high 
school. Furthermore, the scope of the proposed study was pur¬ 
posely narrowed. It was decided to make no attempt to investi¬ 
gate causal relationship but only to determine If there is any 
relation between smoking and school marks. 
Karp, J. R., The Student Who Smokes p. 56 
2 0*Shoa, K. V., Tobacco and Mental Efficiency (Introduction) 
p. xlll 
REVIEW OP RELATED LITERATURE 
Chapter XI 
Review of Related Literature 
In this study an exhaustive analysis of the literature re¬ 
lating to the subject of tobacco smoking has not been attempted. 
However, because It is Important to know what work has been done 
In this field and what conclusions have been reached, a review 
of the related literature was made. 
1. Material Available-A considerable amount of literature 
concerning the effects of tobacco smoking 13 available. Only a 
small part of this material has to do with the relation of tob¬ 
acco to scholarship. Certain facts about the literature relating 
to the general subject of tobacco smoking are worth mentioning. 
One interesting fact Is the apparent fluctuation in the output 
of literature on the subject of tobacco’s effects. There seem to 
have been periods when much was written and other times when 
little was written. A possible explanation may lie in the diffi¬ 
culty of arriving at final and definite conclusions a3 to what 
tobacco really does. Sometimes a violent attack on tobacco Is 
followed by a vehement defense and finally some one attempts to 
clarify and settle the issue but succeeds only In leaving the 
whole matter about where It began. 
2. Contgover3ial Character of Literature-An outstanding 
characteristic of the literature about the effects of tobacco use 
is Its controversial nature. The controversy started soon after 
tobacco was Introduced in Europe from America. Some people con¬ 
sidered tobacco as a panacea for all human ills, others looked 
on It as a dangerous and repugnant poison. The epithets, "sov- 
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ereinn herb" and ' linking weed" .re not of recent origin. hr- 
h.p3 the early dl3.5reo.aent Is responsible for one writer’s say¬ 
ing that tobacco was, when "first Introduced re3ardod as Injur¬ 
ious." - Another, speaking of the sane period says that "tobacco 
was regarded as a medicins*" 2 
Ulfleront reasons have been eivon for the opposition to tob¬ 
acco that arose either at, or soon after, its Introduction. Scan 
have claimed It was merely the natural tendency to be aSalnat any. 
thing ««w. Others blame the clergy for opposing something that 
brought happiness to the common man. One writer suggests the 
* ' ^# f Ind-ng this precious herb, a source of great profit 
•Upping iron their sole guardianship and dispensation, most 
3oGo^acked its U36 under ail circumstances«" ^ 
whatever the original cause of the controversy may have been 
the important fact is that differences of opinion have persisted 
down through to the present time. There have been attempts at a 
scientific approach to the problem but in most cases there ha3 
boon a coloring of prejudice and bias. For example one study 
was introduced as follows; "Being convinced that cigarette smok¬ 
ing was detrimental to any growing boy Mr. Dimmitt made this in¬ 
vestigation in hi3 own school to obtain facta." 4 A beginning 
like this doc3 not necessarily invalidate the results of a study 
but it doea rnako it difficult for the investigator to be entirely 
objoctive. 
Towns, C. B., Habits that Handicap p. 140 
2 
Fenrls, 3• H., The Boverane Herbe p. 13 
3 
Ibid. p. 31 
4 
The Case Against the Little white Slaver p• 71 
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On the whole, the pattern of argument has changed very little. 
The favorite approach Includes medical opinion and facts, results 
of studies, advice of athletes, coaches and other great men and 
usually appeals to one’s personal observations. For example a 
writer In a recent article about tobacco quoted Dr. Alexis Carrel 
as the scientist and doctor. Dr. Raymond Pearl as the statistician 
and Investigator, and Knute Rockne as the athlete and coach. * 5 6 7 8 
It might also be noted that the opposing groups are still a 
long way from agreement. Within the year one may find opinions 
as different as Gene Tunney*s and T. S. Harding’s. Tunney Is so 
sure that tobacco is harmful that he advises men in military 3er- 
6 „ 
vice to avoid its use. Harding however says that in "a broad 
way it cannot bo said that smoking within moderation has any marked 
n 7 deleterious effects on persons in sound health. 
5. Physiological Effect of Tobacco-What is the physiological 
effect of tobacco on the body? It is very difficult to decide on 
a generally accepted list of effects. Relationships exist be¬ 
tween smoking and some ailments such as ulcers and heart disease. 
For example Drs. English, Wilkes and Berkson of the Mayo Clinic 
found that heart disease Is more common among smokers. This 
docs not of course prove that the tobacco smoking caused the heart 
disease. A few undisputed effects such as the temporary contrac¬ 
tion of the dmall blood vessels and the increase in pulse rate 
do not seem to be of great Importance. 
^ Tunney, G.,"Bicotine Knockout”, Readers Digest XXXIX (Dec.1941) 
pp. 21-4 
6 
Itoid, p. 21-4 
7 Harding. T. S., '‘Does Smoking Injure Health?" Science Digest, 
X (July 1941) pp. 58-62 
8 English, J. p., et al. "Heart Disease More Frequent Among Tobacco 
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One of the beat dlacuaalone of the whole queatlon of amoklng 
aummed up It. finding. In the word., -Moat auokera, probably all 
smokers are doubtleas harmed to some extent, usually not great, 
by smoking." 9 
Some students suggest that the effects of tobacco may be, 
"more psychological than physiological" 10 and that ob3erved phy_ 
sical effects have their roots in the mental reaction of the in¬ 
dividual smoker . In one case at least a medical Journal was 
quoted as explaining certain physical effects of tobacco by say¬ 
ing they were due to "vague and subjective feelings of guilt." H 
Whatever the disagreement concerning tobacco»s effect on 
adults may be, one finds a general concensus that tobacco is not 
good for immature persons. Some of the writers who condone tob¬ 
acco for adults condemn its use by young people. If it is cor¬ 
rect that tobacco harms boys and girls, then it might be expected 
to affect their scholarship. 
4. Effect of Tobacco on Scholarship-Much has been inferred 
as to the eff ect of smoking on scholarship. There have been diff¬ 
erences of opinion that date back to the last century. In 1876 
this statement was made, "Many great smokers, we have found to 
be, were of particularly energetic minds and capable of doing 
much mental and physical work....to sustain extra exertion of 
mind and body." 
^ Ingalls, A. Q., "If you Smoke”, Scientific American. CLIV 
(June 1936) pp. 310-13 
Hamilton, A. E., This Smoking World p. 172 
11 "Cigarettes and Fatigue" , Time XXXIII 
(March 6, 1939 ) p. 47 
Fairholt, F. W., Tobacco p. 329 
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And in 1883 another book speaks of tobacco as "impairing greatly 
if not wholly destroying the chances of success as students and 
scholars." 15 That the variations of opinion still exist is very 
evident. One writer recently claims that, "the association of 
coffee with tobacco is very close and their alliance stimulated 
and promoted thought, scholarship, literature and art." 14 
In addition to the "opinions of authorities" several studies 
have been undertaken to determine the relation of tobacco smoking 
to scholarship. Those based on a few picked cases can be disre¬ 
garded entirely, as well as those in which there is evidence of 
obvious bias. However, at least two noteworthy investigations 
should be mentioned. 
In a book published in 1927, Prof. M. V. 0*Shea of the Uni¬ 
versity of Wisconsin discussed the matter of "Tobacco and Mental 
Efficiency." Not only did he review the whole question up to 
that date but reported on what is called the "Wisconsin Experiment." 
His work was comprehensive and careful. It covered over two hun¬ 
dred schools and several thousand pupils. With 2000 cases he 
found "a correlation of -.51" between smoking and marks. The 
groups compared he found to be "equal in native intelligence." 
He concluded that smoking Is a "detriment to scholarship" that 
"scholarship declines when one begins to 3moke," that tobacco 
» 15 has a depressing effect upon scholarship. 
Another careful study was the"Antioch College Experiment" 
published in 1926. In this study Earp found "Indisputable Asso- 
13 
14 
Livermore, A. A., et al Tobacco p. 114 
Berthold, L., Introduction of Tobacco into Europe p. 65 
15 0*Shea, X. V., Tobacco and Mental Efficiency pp. 155-157 
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elation between 3moking and Inferior scholarship." 16 
5-?- Summary-It seems evident after reviewing the avail¬ 
able literature that more "facts are needed—not theories, 
sentiments or prejudices." 17 one agrees with the statement 
"after reviewing the literature and casting out prejudices and 
statements not based upon facts it is seen that we have not ad¬ 
vanced a great way after all In deciding the proper status of 
thi3 problem."IS The studies worth noting concerning the rela¬ 
tion of tobacco to school marks do not seem to cover completely 
the field or yield final conclusions. Several studies are con¬ 
cerned with college, some work only with honor rolls. Very few 
include both boys and girls. Few consider both intelligence and 
previous scholarship. Hardly any studies are less than fifteen 
years old. Some include too few, others too many cases for ac¬ 
curacy. 
It would appear that more information is needed about the 
effect of tobacco smoking on the scholarship of present day pu¬ 
pils. Such information if it could be secured might consider¬ 
ably affect the policy of voters and school officials towards 
smoking by high school pupils. 
16 Earp, T. R., The Student Who Smokes p. 56 
17 Pi3hor, 0. T., Berry, E., The Physical Effects of Smoking p.178 
Mendenthall, W. L*, Tobacco pp. 22-23 
PROCEDURE IK THIS STUDY 
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Chapter III 
Procedure In This Study 
The purpose of this study was to discover whether or not 
there Is any relationship between the smoking of tobacco by 
students and their scholarship in high school, 
1, The Problem-How does the achievement of a group of 
hiS*1 school pupils who have smoked tobacco regularly for some 
time compare with the achievement of an equivalent group of 
high school pupils who have not smoked regularly? 
Note---In this study "smoked tobacco regularly" refers to 
the daily use of tobacco in any amount, and the regular weekly 
smoking of several cigarettes, cigars or pipefulls of tobacco. 
2. Subjects Because this study is concerned with smoking 
and scholarship in high school, the pupils of a typical high 
school were selected as subjects. All the pupils of the West 
Springfield Senior High who were present November 6, 1941 were 
questioned. Five hundred and forty-one questionnaires were re¬ 
turned, signed. Of these, all those from pupils who had been 
in the West Springfield School system from grade seven were used 
in the preliminary classification. Pupils grouped definitely 
as "smokers" and "non-smokers", after doubtful cases had been 
eliminated, were the subjects for the final pairing and the se¬ 
lection of the control and experimental groups. All pupils who 
could be paired were used. The result was 64 sophomoros, 66 
Juniors, and 72 seniors, a total of 202 Senior High pupils 
-Il¬ 
ea subjects In the actual experiment. 
S« ghe Conmunlty-West Springfield la a town In 
estfirn -'assachusetts with a population of 17,500 (1940 
census). It Is an old flew V'ngland community situated on 
the west bank of the Connecticut River. Politically separate. 
It Is in other respects part of what 13 called "Oreater Spring- 
field” embracing Springfield, Longaeadow, Chicopee, Agawam, 
and several other smaller communities. 
‘«cst Springfield*3 historical background goes back 
to colonial times, and descendants of its early settlers form 
on appreciable and Influential part of its prosent population. 
There are also many people of Italian, Polish, and Irish 
derivation. These and other elements are fairly well mixed 
as to location, there being no large, distinct “settlements" 
of any one group. 
To a certain extent the town acts a3 a residential 
district for Its larger neighbor. However the presence of 
f k * * 
several large industries. Including railroad yards and shops, 
and manufacturing plants, keops It from being Just a suburb 
of Springfield. 
Considering *est Springfield from these several 
aspects, It seems fair to call It a typical community. 
4. The School-The ..est Springfield Senior high 
School, from which the subjects of this study were selected, 
is the only secondary school In the town. The enrollment for 
several years hac been approximately six hundred, fhis In¬ 
cludes most of the persons of senior high school age In the 
town. The exceptions are a few who attend Springfield Trade 
-12- 
School, in number not more than twenty or thirty, and a larger 
number of parochial school pupils who go to Cathedral High 
School, also in Springfield. West Springfield High School 
itself has industrial, shop, and agricultural courses as well 
a3 the commercial, classical, technical, and general courses. 
The 3enior High is part of a 6-5-3 set-up which has 
been in effect since the building of the west Springfield Junior 
High School in 1924. There have been no significant changes in 
policy, organization, or teaching personnel. The choosing of a 
new Superintendent of Schools in 1940 brought no changes that 
would seem to affect this present investigation. 
The i.est Springfield Junior High School, which Is 
situated near the Senior H»gh School, is also closely connected 
to it in program and activities. To a limited degree, there is 
some exchange of pupils from one building to the other for shop 
classes, music, and athletic programs. 
In no way do the West Springfield Junior and Senior 
High Scnools seem unique or different enough to warrant saying 
they are not typical. 
5. The Material-—A questionnaire was prepared to 
collect data for classification of subjects. It was brief and 
of the check item type. A copy of this questionnaire will be 
found in Appendix A. 
Subject marks for all pupils from Grade VII to the 
end of 1941 were secured from permanent records in the school 
office. From these records other material,- I.Q.. ratings, 
absences, and courses of study, were also secured. 
-13- 
Th© lntolllgonc© teats used were the Henmon Nelson and 
forms ot the Otis test* Some material not used statistically 
In this study but useful and Interesting was obtained through 
interviews with pupils and teachers. 
Q* Procedure- —»The following general steps were taken in 
the procedure: 
a* Permission to carry on the study was obtained from Dr. 
Franklin P. Hawkes, Superintendent of Schools in West Spring- 
field. 
b. The questionnaire was planned and drawn up and after¬ 
wards approved. 
c. Six hundred copies of the questionnaire were run off 
on a duplicating machine. 
d. Permission to present the questionnaires was obtained 
from Mr. William A. Cowing, Principal of the Senior High School. 
Plans were also made with him for their presentation to the stu¬ 
dent body. 
e. At an assembly of all the Senior High pupils, the in¬ 
vestigator, who knows more than half of them personnaly, ex¬ 
plained the purpose of this study and asked their cooperation. 
f. The questionnaires were handed out simultaneously in 
all the home rooms the following day, filled out by the pupils, 
collected, placed in sealed envelopes and then returned. 
g. The questionnaires were studied, sorted, and classi¬ 
fied into three groups, as "smokers”, "non-smokers", or not 
definitely either. 
-14- 
h. Cards were prepared for all pupils *ho had been 
classified as "smokers” and "non-smokers". The "smokers" 
wore considered as the "experimental" group, and the "non- 
smokers as the control” group. The cards showed name, school 
year, sex, seventh and eighth grad© T.Q*s, and average of marks 
for grade seven. 
1. The cards were paired as far as possible, "smoker" 
with "non-smoker” by sex, grade, I.vi. and seventh grade average. 
The results of this pairing are shown in Chapter IV. 
J* The cards of those not paired were eliminated, 
and the cards for those who were subjects for the final study 
were filled out for mark3 in comparable subjects and general 
school averages. 
k. The control and experimental groups were compared 
as to average scholarship in the different grades and also 
by subjects. The comparisons were made and interpreted on the 
basis of the critical ratios of the differences of the nean3. 
The comparisons and results of the comparisons, as well as 
their interpretation, wLll be found in Chapters V and VI. 
OBTAINING EQUIVALENT GROUPS 
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Chapter IV 
Obtaining Equivalent Group# 
The fundamental plan of thla Investigation was to start 
\7Xw.i equivalent groups of students* Therefore the equating 
of the experimental with the control group® at the beginning 
of the experiment was of utmost Importance* 
1 • Fairing by 3radoa-In each grade, Sophomore Junior and 
3©nior, a number of "smokers” were balanced with an equal num¬ 
ber of "non-smokers." The results arc shown in Table I* 
Table I 
Showing the Fairing of "Smokers" 
and "Eon-smokers" by Htfafoer and Grade 
Group Sophomores Juniors Seniors Total 
Smoke rs 32 33 36 101 
Non-smokers 32 33 36 101 
Table I shows that in each grade the number of smokers and 
non-smokers was equal. with a total of 101 for each group* This 
was not the total number of smokers nor of non** smokers in the 
school, but It does represent the maximum who could be paired 
in respect to all important factors* 
2 * Pairing by 3ex-—Because girls and boy3 vary in their 
scholarship it was important to make sure that the number of 
girls in each experimental group was the same as the number of 
girls In the corresponding control group* The same holds true 
for the boys* To shov; the results of pairing by sox as well as 
-16- 
the number of each sex. Table II was prepared. 
Table II 
Number of Boys and Girls In 
Control and Experimental Groups by Orades 
Group Sex SoDhomores Juniors Seniors Total 
Girls 5 6 15 26 
Control 
Boys 27 27 21 75 
Girls 5 6 15 26 
Experimental 
Boys 27 27 21 75 
Table II shows that the number of girls In the control and 
experimental groups, both by grade and total. Is equal. This is 
also true in the case of the boys* 
5. Pairing by Scholarship-This study is largely concerned 
with scholarship. Therefore, the obtaining of groups equivalent 
in scholarship was a necessity. 
To achieve this, each member of the control group was paired 
with a member of the experimental group by means of the average 
of their seventh grade marks. All the subjects were used in ob¬ 
taining this average with the exception of citizenship marks 
(discipline-conduct) and some non credit extra-curricular act¬ 
ivities. No distinction was made between a prepared subject 
such as English and a subject such as typewriting. Nor was any 
attention paid to periods per week; a five period subject such 
as Hi story and a two period subject such as Physical Training 
being treated alike 
-17 
The matter of using a weighted average was at first con- 
sldered but later discarded. In the first place, when the two 
kinds of averages were compared the differences In results were 
slight. Then too, the average person when considering school 
marks rarely differentiates between "prepared" and "unprepared" 
courses, nor does he bother with periods per week. Therefore 
It was decided that the use of weighted averages was not worth 
the extra work, 
‘-Sophomores-The pairing for scholarship was done separ¬ 
ately for the sophomores. The results of pairing by scholar¬ 
ship In the seventh grade are shown in Table III, 
V- 
Table III 
Results of Pairing Sophomore Control 
\ 
and Experimental Groups by Grade Seven Averages 
Mark Cpntrol ExDerimenial 
88 2 
86 3 7 
84 5 3 
32 6 7 
80 9 4 
78 3 8 
76 
74 
3 
1 
3 
Mean 82 .31 82.25 
Standard Dov. from Mean 3.5 3.4 
-18- 
Table III shows that the sophomore groups are practically 
equal In scholarship for their seventh grade work. 
^.»Jlfn^ora In the Junior class the subjects were paired 
by their seventh grade marks in a similar way. The results 
are seen in Table IV. 
Table IV 
Results of Pairing the Junior Control 
and Experimental Groups by Grade Seven Averages 
Mark Control Experimental 
90 1 
88 1 
86 2 2 
84 2 2 
82 7 10 
80 8 5 
78 11 10 
76 2 2 
74 1 
Mean 81.42 81.42 
Standard Dev, from Mean 3.0 3.1 
Table IV shows the Junior control to be very similar to 
the experimental group as far as grade seven averages were 
concerned. 
Seniors The "smokers" and "non-smoker." 
oleas »ere paired and compared In a similar »ay. 
are shown In Table V. 
of the senior 
'The results 
— 
Results of Pairing the Senior Control 
and Experimental Croups by Orade Seven Average. 
Mark 
-- Control_ 
_Experimental 
90 1 2 
88 1 1 
86 8 5 
84 2 6 
82 11 9 
80 8 8 
78 5 3 
76 2 
Mean 33.39 83.39 
Standard Dev. from Mean 3.1 3.4 
It will be seen from Table V that the means are identical 
and the standard deviations only .3 of a point different. 
4. Fairing by Intelligence Quotient-Fully as important as 
equality in marks is equality in mental ability. To pair the 
"smokers" and "non-smokers" the seventh grade I. Q. scores were 
used. In a few cases the average of seventh and eighth grade 
I. Q*s. was used. In all cases both members of the pairs were 
treated alike (i. e. if an average was used for one, an average 
of the same two was used for the other), and a Henmon Nelson 
score was paired with a Henmon Nelson score. 
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Table VI 
Results of Pairing Sophomore 
Control and Experimental Croups by I. q. 
I. Q. Control Exr>er linen tnl 
120 3 3 
115 5 4 
110 4 4 
105 5 6 
100 6 7 
95 5 5 
90 
85 
3 2 
80 1 1 
Moon 106.4 100.4 
Stand. Dev. from Mean 10.0 9.5 
Table VI shows the similarity between the sophomores con¬ 
trol and experimental groups when compared by their seventh 
grade I. Q*s. 
b. Juniors-Similarly the "smokers” and "non-smokers" of 
the junior class were paired. The results will be seen in 
Tablo VII. 
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Table Vii 
flesults When tho Junior Control 
and Experimental Croup were Paired by I. Q»a 
iija -- -- Control Exoarinental 
135 1 1 
130 3 1 
125 3 
120 
. 3 2 
115 5 4 
110 2 4 
105 7 S 
100 5 5 
95 4 4 
90 2 3 
05 1 
00 
Moan 110.4 110.4 
Stand. Dev. from M«an 12.5 11.8 
Tabic VII shows that the two groups ore all. e as to neons 
with on unimportant difference In standard deviation. 
c. Seniors—-Table VIII shows the results of pairing tho 
the control and experimental groups of the senior class by 
means of their I. Q*a. 
75 
Table VIII 
Result# of Pairing Senior Control 
an-1 Experimental Croups by their I. Q*a 
Moan 
Stand* Dev* from Mean 
114.03 
15.2 
114.17 
14.5 
Table VIII shows the groups from the 3onior class are 
closely paired. 
5. Other Factors Involved-There are of course many other 
factors that affect the marks pupils receive in high school. 
It 13 assumed that many of them will have the dame effect In 
each group. Some factors such as absence and tardiness were 
not studied exhaustively but were kept in mind during this study 
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There did not appear to be any Important difference for either 
group. The same was true of the location of the pupils' homes, 
the occupations of their parents, and the matter of being of 
Irish, Italian, or Polish stock. It would seem that many of 
these factors, if they were going to make a difference, would 
have operated in grade seven much the same as in grades nine, 
ten, eleven or twelve. 
The matter of course of study selected was examined in 
cases where the information could be obtained. The distribution 
of "smokers” and "non-smokers” in different courses was very 
much the same. Furthermore the courses were not entirely 
separate and distinct, the difference in many cases being a 
matter of one or two subjects. 
6. Conclusion as to Success of Grouping-After reviewing 
the results of forming the control and experimental groups, 
the writer believes that the two groups were practically equal 
in the seventh grade as far as most of the observable factors 
are concerned. In the matter of I. Q., scholarship, and sex, 
this belief approaches certainty. With some factors it is an 
assumption of equality. 
Regarding other factors not so easily observed, the inves¬ 
tigator has no way of deciding how the two groups compare. 
It might be well to mention one unavoidable difficulty in 
this study. It concerns the possibility of inaccuracy In the 
filling out of the questionnaires. At first thought this seems 
serious enough to Impair the value of the whole study. However 
when the matter is examined fully It seems that inaccuracy 
would affect only the degree, but not the direction of the 
results. 
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rirst, it 3eems that misrepresentation on the question¬ 
naire was slight. The cooperation and helpful attitude of all 
the students who returned the questionnaires is evident and 
in many cases shows extreme care. For example, pupils wrote 
in explanatory notes to make their returns clearer or to give 
information not shown by the check list. In only two cases was 
there an attempt to be funny. Also the number of pupils who 
have gone out of their way to ask about the results of the 
study has been a source of surprise to the investigator. 
Undoubtedly there were cases of deliberate Inaccuracy. 
In two known Instances smokers did not admit that they used 
tobacco. In several more, pupils modified their replies in 
regard to the amount they 3moked. However, it seems Improbable 
that very many regular smokers denied using tobacco at all. 
Even assuming that there was a large amount of falsehood. 
It is incredible that any number would say they smoked when 
they really did not. <se can safely say that the experimental 
group is made up almost entirely of persons who smoke. The 
other group, the control, may, and probably does, contain some 
persons who smoke. The groups are still unlike. If there is 
a difference between smokers and non-smokers, the effect of 
some smokers In the "non-smoker" group, would only tend to 
keep the difference from being greater unless one is to assume 
that smokers who lie get much better (or poorer) marks than 
smokers who tell the truth. 
All In all, the writer feels that any inaccuracy may modify 
but not change the possible findings. 
SUMMARY OF DATA 
t 
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Chapter V 
Summary of Data 
fh.e 3ucc03 3 of the grouping has already teen shown 
In Chapter IV. Presumably any divergencies In later records 
of pupils In the 'smoker'1 and ’ non-smoker" groups bear a >mo 
relationship to the smoking habit. The divergencies are 
shown below. 
1. tirade Eight Averafcea-Sophomores-The results of 
comparing the two sophomore groups by their general school 
averages at the ond of Grade Kight are aiiown in Table IX. 
Table IX 
Average Marks in Grade Eight by the Control 
and Experimental Groups of the Sophomore Class 
ilark Control Experimental 
83 1 
86 2 3 
84 4 3 
82 5 5 
80 14 6 
78 5 7 
76 1 5 
74 1 4 
72 1 1 
Moon 01.44 80.44 
Stand. Dev. from tSean 3.3 3.7 
Stand, "rror of I/.can .58 .66 
Standard Error of Difference .85 
Critical Ratio of Difference 1.18 
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The critical ratio in Table IX is too small to show 
a reliable difference between smokers and non-smokers so far 
as general school average in Grade Eight is concerned. (For 
explanation of Critical Ratio see Appendix B). 
2. Grade Nine Average 3-Sophomores. The results 
for general averages in Grade Nine are shown in Table X. 
Table X. 
Average Marks in Grade Nine by the Control 
and Experimental Groups of the Sophomore Class 
Mark 
92 
90 
88 
86 
84 
82 
80 
78 
76 
74 
72 
70 
68 
Control 
- 
2 
1 
2 
6 
6 
3 
4 
3 
2 
1 
66 
64 
Mean 
1 
80.13 
Standard Dev. from Mean 5 
Standard Error of Mean 
Standard Error of Difference 
Critical Ratio of Difference 
Experimental 
1 
1 
5 
6 
10 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1.20 
2.56 
77.06 
3.9 
.69 
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The critical ratio of the difference between Grade 
Mne means is 2.56. One cannot be absolutely certain of a 
reliable difference, but the chances are 99.5 out of 100 that 
It is reliable. 
^de Ten Average a-Sophomores-The average marks 
of the two groups for the second marking period of Grade Ten 
are shown in Table XI. 
Table XI 
Average of ?£arks for Second Period of Grade Ten by 
Control and Experimental Groups of the Sophomore Cluss 
Mark Control Experimental 
92 1 
90 2 
88 
86 2 1 
84 3 1 
82 4 5 
80 3 6 
78 2 4 
76 4 5 
74 4 2 
72 1 3 
70 5 5 
68 1 2 
Mean 79.44 77.56 
Stand. Dev. from Mean 6.4 
Stand. Error of Mean 1.14 
Stand. -:rror of Difference 
Critical Ratio of Difference 
5.1 
.89 
1.45 
1.34 
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The critical ratio for the two groups in Grade Ten 
mark3 is 1.34. This is considerably less than that of the 
ninth grade which was 2.56. Very little certainty can be as¬ 
cribed to this dlffeeence between means. 
4. Grade Eight English Average3-3ophomorea-Table 
XII shows the average English marks for the control and ex¬ 
perimental groups in Grade Eight. 
Table XII 
Average English Marks in Grade Eight by the 
Control and Experimental Groups of the Sophomore Class 
Mark Control 
90 3 
86 4 
82 11 
78 2 
74 9 
70 1 
66 _2_ 
Mean ffil.38 
Stand. Dev. from Mean 6.4 
Stand. Error of Mean 1.12 
Standard Error of Difference 
Critical ttatlo of Difference 
Experimental 
4 
6 
4 
9 
7 
2 
79.88 
7.7 
1.36 
1.76 
.85 
Table XII shows that the two groups have a very 
small difference in means with a critical ratio of .85. 
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5. Grade Nine English Averagcs-Sophomores-The 
English marks for the two groups In Grade Nine are shown In 
Table XIII. 
Table XIII 
Average English Marks in Grade 
Control and Experimental Oroups of 
Nine by the 
the Sophomore CIebs 
Mark Control Experimental 
94 3 1 
90 
36 • 
82 6 5 
78 
74 16 13 
70 1 3 
66 4 4 
62 1 
58 1 3 
54 
50 1 2 
Mean 77.0 73.12 
Stand. Dev. from Mean 9.1 9.4 
Stand. Error of Mean 1.61 1.66 
Standard Error of Difference 2.31 
Critical Ratio of Difference 1.68 
Table XIII shows a critical ratio of 1.63 in favor 
of the control group. This is not large enough to mean certain 
reliability, but it seem3 indicative of a tendency favoring 
the non-3mokers. 
6. Grade Ten English Marks-Sophomore3-Table XIV 
shows the English marks received by the two groups at the end 
of the second marking period in Grade Ten. 
Table XIV 
Grade Ten English Marks, Second Marking Period, 
Control and Experimental Groups of the Sophomore Class 
Mark Control Experimental 
90 3 1 
86 2 1 
82 6 2 
78 4 4 
74 4 13 
70 5 1 
66 5 4 
62 1 1 
58 2 4 
54 
50 T» 
Mean 77.0 73.63 
Stand. Dev. < of : Mean 8.9 8.7 
Stand. Error of Mean 1.57 1.54 
Stand. Error of Difference 2.19 
Critical Ratio of Difference 1.54 
Table XIV appears to follow closely the results 
found in previous tables--a tendency for the non-smokers to 
obtain higher means, but the differences are too small for us 
to say with certainty that it is significant of a general trend 
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? •- Grade Eight Social Studies Marks-Sophomores--- 
Only In Grades Seven, Eight, and Nine v;ere Social Studies taken 
by the pupils as required subjects. The marks for Grade Eight 
are shown in Table XV. 
Table XV 
Grade Eight Social Studies 
and Experimental Groups by 
Marks by Control 
the Sophomore Class 
Mark Control Experimental 
90 3 1 
86 3 
82 2 4 
78 9 18 
74 10 12 
70 
66 
62 
5 
58 1 
Mean 79.63 77.25 
Stand. Dev. from Mean 5.9 5.4 
Stand. Error of Mean 1.05 .96 
Standard Error of Difference 1.42 
Critical Ratio of Difference 1.68 
Table XV shows another instance of a higher mean for 
the control group but with the critical ratio too small lor one 
to be certain that this difference is a reliable one. 
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8. Oracle Nine Social Studies Marie -Sophomore a—- - 
shows the Social Studies Mario for the two groups as 
received at the end of the ninth school year. 
Marks 
Control 
in 
and 
Table XVI 
Social Studies in Grade 
Experimental Groups of 
Nine by the 
the Sophomore Clsss 
Mark Control Experimental 
94 2 1 
90 
86 
82 11 5 
78 
74 13 15 
70 2 
66 3 5 
62 3 
58 2 2 
50 1 1 
Mean 77.50 74.58 
Stand. Dev. from Mean 9.2 8.2 
Stand. Error of Mean 1.63 1.45 
Standard Error of Difference 2.18 
Critical Ratio of Difference 1.33 
Table XVI shows a difference of means in Grade IJine 
Social Studies only a little larger than that in Grade Eight 
with a smaller critical ratio. The peculiar grouping of marks 
hero Is interesting, In view of the close grouping In Grade Eight. 
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^ ^ra^e Eight Ma.thematlcs Mark3-Sophomorea-Only In 
Grade Seven and Grade Eight can the control and experimental 
groups be compared with regard to their marks in Mathematics. 
The narks in Arithmetic for Grade Eight are soen in Table XVII. 
Table XVII 
Grade Eight Mathematics Marks by the Control 
and Experimental Groups of the Sophomore Class 
Mark_Control_Experimental 
94 1 1 
90 2 
86 1 5 
82 5 5 
78 10 10 
74 11 6 
70 2 1 
66 1 
62 3 
Mean 80.25 79.50 
Standard Dev. from Mean 5.6 7.3 
Standard Error of Mean .98 1.31 
Standard Error of Difference 1.62 
Critical Ratio of Difference .46 
In Table XVII is seen a critical ratio of the difference 
of the means too small to be indicative of any advantage to 
either group. 
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lQ«-..Qrade Nine Science Marks-Sophomore 3-The marks In 
General Science for the ninth school year are shown In Table 
XVIII. 
Table XVIII 
General Science Marks by the Control and 
Experimental Groups in Grade Nine of the Sophomore Class 
Mark Control Experimental 
94 3 1 
90 1 
86, 
82 10 6 
78 1 
74 16 17 
70 3 
66 1 3 
62 
58 1 1 
Mean 80.13 76.63 
Stand. Dev. from Mean 7.6 6.3 
Stand. Error of Mean • 1.35 1.12 
Stand. Error of Difference 1.75 
Critical Ratio of Difference 2.00 
Table XVIII shows a critical ratio of 2.00 which is,as in 
the other cases thus far shown, not large enough for certainty 
but indicative of a trend in favor of the non-smokers. 
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•L?:* ->um-r;ary of Sophomore Divergencies-Table XIX shows 
a summary of the more Important Information presented In Tabloa 
IX to XVIII. 
Table XIX 
Summary of Mean3 and Critical Ratios by 
Control and Experimental 0roup3 of the Sophomore Class 
Subject 
Means 
Control Exoer. Crit. Ratio 
Soph. Or. VIII ave. 81.44 80.44 4 1.18 
Soph. Or. IX ave. 80.13 77.06 
-» 2.56 
Soph. Or. X ave. 79.44 77 .56 
-» 1.34 
Soph. Or. VIII English 81.38 79.88 ■r .85 
Soph. Or. IX English 77.00 73.12 4 1.68 
Soph. Or. X English 77 .00 73.62 t 1.54 
Soph. Or. VIII Soc. Stud . 79.63 77.25 4 1.68 
Soph. Or. IX Soc. Stud. 77.50 74.58 4 1.33 
Soph. Or. VIII Math. 80.25 79.50 t .46 
Soph. Or. IX Oen. Sci. 80.13 79.63 •r 2.00 
The means and critical ratios summarized In Table XIX show 
a tendency favoring the control group. Only two of the critical 
ratios are sufficiently large to permit much certainty of con¬ 
clusion but the fact that all of the critical ratios are posi¬ 
tive, (i. c. that in each case the mean of the non-smoking group 
i3 slightly larger than that of the smoking group) would appear 
to Indicate some advantages accruing to the former group. 
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12procedure With the Present Junior Cl as*—.T«hiix to 
XIX present the findings for the present sophomore class. These 
were given In detail to enable the reader to see the method of 
collection and interpretation of the data. For the Junior class 
results, only the summary table is shown in this chapter. 
15. Summary of Junior Class Divergencles-The more import¬ 
ant Information from the tables comparing the control and exper¬ 
imental groups of the junior class is summarized in Table XX. 
Table XX 
Summary of Means and Critical Ratios by 
Control and Experimental Groups of Junior Class 
Subject 
Means 
Control Exper. Crlt. Ratio 
Jun. Gr. VIII ave. 81.97 80.64 ♦ 1.39 
Jun. Gr. IX ave. 79.85 77.67 + 2.08 
Jun. Gr. X ave. 80.88 79.00 + 1.46 
Jun. Gr. XI ave. 81.12 78.03 + 2.34 
Jun. Gr* VIII Eng. 79.88 80.00 
CO
 
o
 
*
 
1
 
Jun. Gr. IX Eng. 78.06 75.15 + 2.11 
J^n. Gr. X Eng. 76.36 74.30 + 1.06 
Jun. Gr. XI Eng. 76.36 70.79 ♦ 2.80 
Jun. Gr. VIII Soc. Stud. 78.55 78.06 ♦ .32 
Jun. Gr. DC Soc. Stud. 75.75 75.87 i . o
 
CO
 
Jun. Gr. DC Gen. Science 80.85 78.19 + 1.56 
Jun. Gr. VIII Math. 81.75 79.39 
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Table XX which summarized the means and critical ratios for 
the two groups of juniors shows that, with the exception of 
Grade Eight English and Orade Nine Social Studies, all critical 
ratios are positive. This means that the control group obtained 
higher means than the experimental group. Only in a few, cases 
however do the chances approximate 100 out of 100 that the diff¬ 
erences are reliable. The two negative critical ratios noted 
above are so close to zero that they can be disregarded. On 
the whole, it would seem that the tendency slightly favoring 
the non-smokers that appeared with the sophomore groups is pre¬ 
sent also with the junior groups. 
14. Procedure with Present Senior Class-The same proce¬ 
dure used with the junior class groups was followed with the 
present senior class groups. The summary of results for the 
senior class groups is found in Table XXI. 
The results shown in Table XXI summarizing the senior class 
are similar to those comparisons obtained with both the sophomores 
and juniors. However for the first time a critical ratio of 3 
appears, and in this case It can be said that there is a defin¬ 
ite and reliable difference in favor of the control group. 
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Table XXI 
Summary of Means and Critical Ratios by 
Control and Experimental Groups of the Senior Class 
Subject Means Control Exper. Crit. Ratio 
Senior Gr. VIII ave. 83.06 81.61 4 1.79 
Senior Gr. IX ave. 80.0 78.33 ♦ 1.67 
Senior Gr. X ave. 80.89 77.61 ♦ 2.85 
Senior Gr. XI ave. 84.17 80.67 4 3.04 
Senior Gr. XII ave. 80.83 77.44 4 2.63 
Senior Gr. VIII English 84.33 83.33 * .74 
Senior Or. IX English 70.0 76.89 T .91 
Senior Gr. X English 77.33 76.0 ♦ .76 
Senior Gr. XI English 81.22 79.22 ♦ 1.39 
Senior Gr. XII English 79.66 75.43 * 2.42 
Senior Gr. VIII Soc. Stud . 79.33 78.22 t .70 
Senior Gr. IX Soc. Stud. 77.45 76.44 4 .80 
Senior Gr. VIII Math. 80.57 77.60 -* 1.97 
Senior Gr. IX Gen. Scl. 80.22 79.0 * .83 
16. The Three Classes Grouped Together—For purposes of 
further comparison the control groups of all three classes were 
put together and compared with the experimental groups—similarly 
grouped. Obviously the number of comparisons of this sort is 
limited. The following however were made. 
a. Three classes--Grade IX averages 
b. Three classes—Grade X averages 
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c. Three classes—Grade IX English 
d* Three classes—Grade X English 
e. Three classes—Grade IX General Science 
f. Three classes—Grade IX Social Studies 
The results for the combined classes In these six cate¬ 
gories are given in Table XXII. 
Table XXII 
Means and Critical Ratios by Control 
Groups Combined and Experimental Groups Combined 
Subject Means Control ExDor• Crit. Ratio 
Gr. IX averages 77.99 77.71 t 3.68 
Or. X averages 80.43 78.05 * 3.13 
Gr. IX English 77.70 75.13 2.62 
Gr. X English 76.91 74.69 ♦ 1.95 
Or. IX Gen. Science 80.40 77.62 ♦ 2.93 
Gr. IX Soc. Science 76.90 75.67 + 1.32 
Table XXII shows the comparisons of the combined control 
groups with combined experimental groups, and the effects upon 
the results of the increased number of cases can be seen. The 
critical ratios of 3.68 and 3.13 for Grade IX and X averages 
respectively have real significance. 
The summary of the findings of thi3 chapter are found in 
Chapter VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
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Chapter VI 
Conclusions 
This investigation consisted of an attempt to find out 
if any relationship exists between the smoking of tobacco by 
high school pupils and their school marks. 
1. Summary of Results-Because this study Is almost en- 
i 
tlrely quantitative In nature a summary of tho results of the 
comparisons is important. Such a summary is found in Tablo XXIII. 
Tabic XXIII 
Summary of Critical Ratios of all Comparisons 
Subject Sophomores Juniors Seniors Combined 
Or. VIII ave. 4 1.18 4 1.39 4 1.79 4 2.44 
Or. IX ave. ♦ 2.56 4 2.00 4 1.67 4 3.68 
Or. X ave. ♦ 1.34 4 1.46 4 2.85 4 3.13 
Or. XI ave. 4 2.34 4 3.04 
Or. XII ave. 4 2.63 
Or. VIII English 4 .85 - .00 4 .74 4 .86 
Or. IX English ♦ 1.68 4 2.11 4 .91 4 2.62 
Or. X English 4 1.54 4 1.06 4 .76 4 1.95 
Or. XI English 4 2.80 4 1.39 
Or. XII English 4 2.42 
Or. VIII 3oc• Stud . 4 1.63 4 .32 4 .70 
Or. IX Soc. Stud. 4 1.33 ♦ .09 4 .80 4 1.32 
toymrt* &:*••• 4 .46 4 
Or. IX Oen. Science t 2.00 r 1.56 4 .83 4 2.93 
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2. Conclusions Regarding Summary of Critical Ratio*_ 
From the critical ratios found In Table XXIII, the following 
conclusions may be made. 
a. Reliable differences occurred between smokers and non- 
smokers in the case of the seniors Grade XI average (+3.04), the 
combined class average for Grade X (♦3.13) and also the combined 
class average for Grade IX (♦3.68). All of these, it will be 
noticed, are averages of all marks, not Individual subjects. 
b. Some indication of a difference occurred In the following 
cases; Combined Grade VIII average, sophomores Grade IX average , 
juniors Grade IX average, juniors Grade XI average, seniors 
Grade XII average, juniors Grade IX English, juniors Grade XI 
English, sophomores Grade IX Science, combined Grade IX Science.. 
In these cases the critical ratios are from 2.00 to 2.99. 
c. In the remaining twenty-nine cases no reliable indication 
of a difference appears beyond tne fact that twenty-3even of the 
twenty-nine are positive. 
3. Final Conclusions-From the results shown in a, b, and 
c, there seems considerable possibility that some relationship 
exists between smoking and scholarship in the high school. 
4. Limitations—Further investigation would be necessary 
before one could say with certainty that a relationship exists 
between tobacco smoking and scholarship In high school. Also It 
must be understood that no attempt has been made to find out 
whether or not this possible relationship Is a causal one. 
There Is a high degree of probability that smokers achieve less 
in school work than do the non-smokers. This does not mean 
that smoking Is responsible for the lower marks. Some other fac 
tors might be the cause of both the smoking habit and the 
lower mark3. 
APPENDIX A 
Sample Questionnaire 
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APPENDIX A 
Sample questionnaire 
To the Students of the v.ent Springfield High Schools 
I am doing sane work In the'Graduate School of Mass¬ 
achusetts State College and I need your help. 1 wish to 
determine whether or not tobacco smoking affects the 
scholarship of high school students. I'm not sure that 
it doe3. But I wish to find out, and you can see that I 
need to know; who smokes? how much? and for how lone a 
time? 
I realize that the matter Is personal and that whether 
you smoke or not Is vnone of my business". I assure you 
that your names will MOT be used and all Information will 
be confidential. 
Sincerely, 
•>-m. Robert Lombard 
Name___ 
TflriT) (last) 
(Please circle the answer that most nearly fits.) 
1. I smoke - never - rarely - quite often - regularly. 
2. I usually smoke - cigarettes - cigars - pipe. 
3. My smoking averages 
a. about 2,-5,-10,-15,-20,- cigarettes a day. 
b. about 1,-2,-3,-4,-5,- cigars a day. 
c. about 2,-4,-6,-8,-10,- pipefuls a day. 
4. I began smoking in grade -6 -7 -8 -9 -10 -11 -12. 
APPENDIX B 
Computation of Critical Ratios 
) 
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Appendix B 
Computation of Critical Ratios 
The computation of the critical ratio of the difference of 
means of two groups is given in detail as a sample. The grade 
eleven averages of the control and experimental groups of the 
present senior class are used. 
Table of Data 
-S-QAtrQl Exneriraental 
Mark f d fd fd2~ f d fd "~fd2“ 
* 
92.. 2 5 10 50 •a 
it 
90 4 *.. 2 4 8 32 
* 
88• • • • 4 3 12 36 1 3 3 9 
* 
86.... . 5 2 10 20 *.. 2 2 4 8 
it 
84:: : ; s 10 1 10 
(42) 
10 _ 5 1 r 
it ifo, 
U 
82s:: 6 0 ** 9 9 • 5 0 
it 
80.. 2 -1 -2 2 ** 5. 
it 
5 -1 -5 5 
78... 3 -2 -6 12 * J i S 6 -2 -12 36 
it 
76... 3 -3 -9 27 *s: 4 -3 -12 36 
it 
74. 1 -4 -4 16 it . . • 3 -4 -12 48 
(-21) it 
72 it -5 
« 
70 1 -6 -6 36 
it 
68 *. 1 -7 -7 49 
* 
66 *. 1 -8 -8 64 
it 
* (-62) 
-r 
Total 36 £fd-~2l tra8 -173 N-36 £fd*42 ^fd^-olo 
N= number of scores 
I- Interval (66-67.99-,68-69.99*^etc.) 
M- mean 
A.M.- assumed mean (83) 
f- frequency, number of scores in each interval 
d- deviation, units from assumed mean 
fd- product of f times d 
fd^- product of fd times d 
£fd- algebraic sum of the fd’s 
£fd^- sum of the fd^'s 
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1. Mean-The mean is the "average". It is the place 
in the range of scores above and below which there is an 
equal number of units of deviation. 
Formula M - A. M. + xl 
Control Experimental 
M - gj -a. . 21 -rP M - R7) v -42 
36 36 
M = 84.17 M - 80.67 
2. Standard Deviation from Mean-Standard deviation (a) 
is a measure of variability which measures approximately the 
middle two-thirds of th^ distribution. 
Formula <3 nrr 
xl 
Control 
<j - .A7? . L S1t 
* 36 \ 36 
* 4.22 
x2 
Experimental 
3. Standard Error of Mean-The standard error of mean 
( * M)“ measures the reliability of that mean. It establishes 
limits within which the true mean of all cases can be pre¬ 
dicted on the basis of a few cases. 
Formula ^ M cr 7T 
Control Experimental 
€ it sr 4.22 
M “736 
*M - .70 £ M - .91 
4. Standard Error of Difference-The standard error^ of 
difference (^D) between two means measures the reliability 
of that difference. When computed the standard error of the 
difference predicts (2 out of 5) the limits within which the 
true difference lies. _ 
Formula ^ D - \/( ^ M-j ) ♦ ^ ^2 ^ 
6 d 
^ D - 1.15 
- f .70 )2 * ( .91 ) 
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5. Critical Ratio of Dlffercnce—-The critical ratio of 
the difference of the moans Is the ratio between the differ¬ 
ence and its standard error. This ratio gives a measure of 
the certainty that an observed differonce Is a real differ¬ 
ence • 
C • R • • 
C. R. - 
D 
3.50 
1715 
C. R. = 3.04 
This ratio of 3.04 indicates that the difference Is more 
than three times as great as Its standard error. Since 3.04 
standard error units takes in 99.89 of all the cases it Is 
practically certain that the true difference will not fall 
below zero. In this case there is a real difference in 
favor of the control group. 
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